
CONTESTING
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There are many kinds of 
Contest stations – Big or Little

You can have just as much fun 
alone at home with whatever 
station you have -- as with a big 
Multi-multi operation.



A small single op station at home or
Like this one in the Bahamas





A medium size Multi-single or Multi-two operation





A Multi-multi Superstation: K3LR 
Note the certificates and Plaques on the wall !



Just One of  8 Towers at a Big Gun Station --
OH8X



160 and 80 M Yagis at OH8X



Whatever you decide, it can be fun-

A full time effort or only getting on for a 
few Q’s or hours
The first thing to decide is what contest 
do you want to enter
---SSB,  CW,  Digital ?
Are there enough contests to find one 
when you can get on  -- YES!!!



The Big “Four” contests:

ARRL DX CW Contest
3rd full weekend in February

ARRL DX SSB Contest
1st full weekend in March

CQ World Wide SSB Contest
Last full weekend in October

CQ World Wide CW Contest
Last full weekend in November

(In the USA)
These have the largest number of participants.











That’s 47 Contests in September, 2009 !

Surely you can find one you want to play in.

Other ways to find Contest times and dates are:



CQ Magazine sponsors contests, 
It publishes rules and results

ALSO it has many “lifetime contests”
Called Awards that it sponsors.



Just a comment about awards:

Awards are life long contests where you are constantly looking
for stations to add to your award totals. ONLY when you have
worked them all for an award can you consider that you have 
“ended” that contest!  BUT, then new entities come along, and

you have to add those. 

You can be working on DXCC, 5 or 10 Band DXCC, 
WAZ or 5 Band WAZ; WPX, IOTAs, WAS, Counties

Fields (the major Maidenhead 2 letter areas)
And all this by mode or mixed operation (all modes together)

All these awards hover in the background while 
Working a contest…  I am guilty of chasing a needed
Band country when I should have been running for 

A bigger score.







Various contests provide many categories of entry: 

Single operator
Single operator – assisted (by internet spotting or other 

means -- CW Skimmer)
Single Operator – two transmitters  

Multi-operators -- single transmitter
Multi-operators – two transmitters

Multi-operators – multi transmitters

Some contests have “Newbie” or “Novice categories for 
people who have only entered a  few contests.

Some  contests have categories for limited stations,
such as: tribander/single wire stations



Most contests have power categories: 
QRP – under 5 watts

Low Power – under 100 or 200 watts
High power – Whatever your country allows for output

Some contests are just for fun and education 

– Like Field Day   (Is it really a contest?)

Some contests are so friends can say hello- 10 Meter, VHF  or 
state QSO parties (when they’re slow).

Some contests let you build state or county totals – Every state 
has a QSO Party where the multipliers for out of state ops are 

the counties worked



Why are you in the contest?                                             .

There could be many reasons:

 To give some friends some points

 Just to have fun for a while        

 To have fun with friends (Field Day) (Multi-OP)

 For the competition                     



 To increase your DXCC Country Totals.

 To hunt down Rare Islands

 To Work all Zones 

 To find Needed Enteties or Zones on new bands.

 To hunt down rare counties or grid squares.

 To qualify or increase other award totals.

WHY?



To get to know active contesters 
and for them know you.

BECAUSE:

When your call is known by them, 
you just might be recognized by the 
op  you have worked before when he 
goes to that rare one you need in a 

DX pileup !

WHY?



 To increase your operating skills:                         .

+ Learn how to hear through the QRM/QRN     .

+ Increase your CW Speed                                    .     

+Increase your knowledge of  HF propagation   .

+ Increase your familiarity with your equipment 

==============================

 For bragging rights among your friends            . 

==============================

 To get Wallpaper  for your shack:                       .

Why?



Here are some of the 

categories that you can 

compete in:



Single Operator

Single Band

Just what it says—
You, alone on one band.



Single Operator

All Bands:

You alone on the bands
Specified in the contest rules
Usually: 160, 80, 40, 20, 15 
and 10 Meters – NO WARC BANDS 



Single Op Assisted:

All Bands

Using the internet will
Allow you to find more 

Stations and mults
BUT

You are in a
different category—

Assisted

Only a few contests allow
For single band assisted:

eg. ARRL 10 Meter



Single Operator

All Band

Low Power

Operating Low power
will help you to

learn how to break
into a pileup

when you are DXing



Single Operator

Mixed Mode

In some contests you can operate BOTH CW and SSB to 
gain more points.  Sometimes you can only work a 

station once no matter the mode, but in others you can 
work a station on each mode.

eg. IARU, 10M, VHF etc.



Multi-op   -- Low Power

Get together with friends and have some fun

Multi-op can be with one, two or many signals on the air 
at one time, and the categories are such that the playing
field is somewhat equal, if you have antennas to match!





Bruce – W4OV, Scott – W4PJ and I set up some special 
antennas only for this contest.  Half the fun was building 
them and then making them work. Operating all night 

as a team was fun, too                              

Multi-Op - High Power

One of the few single band Multi-op Contests



You can  Go to a rare 
Island or DXCC entity

and operate mainly with 
the intention of 

winning a Contest Award

(and to give some
Ops a new country

or band while
you are there)

You will be a rare 
multiplier and your

Pile-ups will be BIG, 
--AND FUN !!



In this case, I was challenged
by ops on the west coast

In the Florida Contest Group, 
and 

I now had to prove myself.

My 1st Place finish was
twice the next op’s score

And I was QRP – 5 Watts !
Once in a while it is fun to

Be the winner
And be able to say:

“I told you I could beat you”
to your fellow club members.

FOR COMPETITION



The Florida QSO Party, along with similar contests
in every state of the union give 

Ops with more limited stations a good 
opportunity to have some fun contesting. 

Since everyone is trying to work a single state, 
If you are in that state, you are the “DX” for

the weekend.  These contests usually are family
friendly, too… running for only 6-8 hours each day.

In these contests you are required to copy and send a 
report that includes the county of in-state Ops, 
And usually just the state of those out of state. 

An easy “entry level” contest. 



FIELD DAY

This is another “contest” that allows new Ops
a chance to get their feet wet in HF contesting.

Sure, some are out to win their category, but
most are there for the beer, eyeball QSOs or the food. 

BUT-- It is a good opportunity to watch the good ops 
and pick up some tricks from them.

It is an easy one to enter, and since the reports are 
repetitive,  you need not feel bad about asking for a “fill”

It is a good way to get your code speed up, since usually 
FD stations send slower than Ops in the bigger contests. 









Some contests will give you a certificate
just for entering the contest.  In this case,
I was able to give some friends some points
and get some wallpaper at the same time !



Get in a Contest just to have fun on your favorite band.
The 160 Meter Top Band Challenge (Stew Perry-W1BB)

score is by distance to each station worked
using Grid squares as the report given.



The JARL Sponsors a number of contests, too. 
This is a good way to find stations which are in Asia

And the Pacific Rim --many of whom are not on, except in
contests.  You can up your Entity or Zone Totals in this one.



You don’t have to 
have a big score to

win some wallpaper

While on Vacation 
in St. Martin, 

I got a certificate for 
6 contacts and
5 multipliers.

The California stations
Were glad for MY

Multiplier !



A friend, Jorma - OH2KI, was going to be in Gibraltar at
The same time I was visiting Spain.  He invited me to

visit him in person, and as a result, he got me a
Gibraltar license, and shared his rig and antennas

with me… He worked 80 M at night and I worked 15 M 
during the day.

Through your contest or DX activities, you may meet friends
who will want you to join them in a contest.

Single Op
High Power
15 Meters

#1 in Gibraltar
LOL!



Operating on a single band for 
an entire weekend

gives one a real indication
of what happens to 

Propagation from day
To night. 

It is interesting to work a group 
of stations from one area, then

from a different area or 
Country as the sun moves across

the sky and the propagation
changes.  Gray line peaks

can be very interesting at dawn
and near sunset. 

You can learn a lot from a 
Single band operation



Operating a single band will give you more time to relax
And sleep when the band is closed.  Not much DX on 80 M

In the middle of the day.
But be sure to be on at least an hour before sunset

And stay until the band dies the next morning.
Again, the Gray line peaks are very interesting. 



New Technology can
Create new categories:

CW SKIMMER allows
an operator to see all

the stations in a 
segment of a band and
click on a call sign to
QSY to that op’s QRG.

This technology is a 
real advantage, and
contest rules now 

put a user in a 
different category than

Single Operator.



How to enter  a contest:

Determine what contest you want to enter.

Read the RULES

Plan on setting aside the time you want to spend:
A few hours, all day,  all weekend.

READ THE RULES AGAIN



Set up a computer with a CONTEST logging program.

There are many good ones:
CT, NA, WinTest are among the best.

Some others are WF1B for RTTY, N1MM and more.

Be sure that the program will allow you to create the proper 
report required by the contest committee.

Most contests accept logs submitted via the internet, but
the log must be in a very specific format for the checking

computers to accept them.  Usually this is the Cabrillo format.



Know what the rules say about scoring.

Some contests use a multiplier as part of the scoring. 
The multiplier may be applied once per band or once 
per mode or only once per contest.  These can be 
countries, zones, counties, prefixes, etc.

Scoring may depend on mode or distance.  ie. A CW
QSO = 2 points, SSB = 1 point.  More points depending
on zone or continent or grid square.  

Final score is QSO points X multipliers. 

Multipliers can be very important – some contest programs
even will tell you how many QSOs a Multiplier is worth.



Points and Multiplier breakdown for some contests: 

ARRL DX:  No points or mults for US or Canada

CQWW:  No QSO points for own country BUT you
(SSB&    get a zone and country multiplier on each band.
CW)     Own continent = 2 points, Other Cont. = 3 pts.

CQ WPX: Each Prefix is a Mult only once per contest.

ARRL VHF: Each Grid Square is a Multiplier

ARRL 10 Meter:  Each State or country is a Mult  twice.
2 points for CW QSO, 1 point for SSB QSO

Stew Perry 160 M: Grid determines distance/ points



This is a log in cabrillo format

Multipliers:
Country          Zone



Here are a few Logging programs:
CT  for Windows is free and basic (This Page)

NA and WinTest are better but you pay for them



NNA Contest
Logging
Program



WinTest Logging Program



Be sure that your log is saved regularly during the contest.  
You don’t want to loose all your hard work

with a computer crash due to RFI or other causes.

Read the RULES again

If you are going to be in the assisted category, there is 
nothing better than having the ability to see a needed

multiplier via internet spots, and then click on it with your
mouse, and have the radio change to that Band and Frequency.



NOTE: READ THE RULES ABOUT BAND CHANGES
Some contests limit how many times you can do so per hour,

or how long you must stay after a band change.

If you can, link your radio to your computer.
Have the computer automatically log

the mode and frequency. 

Also, have the computer send CW or SSB,  calls and reports
This saves you effort… you get less tired 

with the computer doing the work.  



Make up a template which fits over your keyboard and

tells you what each Function (Fn) Key, ALT+Fn Key and

CTL+Fn key does when you press them.

Also, There are some keys that will do two things at once.

“INS” frequently sends F2 and F5 (call + report)

“+”  usually logs the QSO and sends F3 (QRZ?)



You can set up a number of canned messages or macros.  
When you hit the Function keys (f1, f2, etc) they send all the 

required contest information.   

Usually: 

F1 – calls CQ (and can repeat if desired)

F2 – sends the report to the other station

F3 – says thank you and QRZ (ends the QSO)

F4 – Sends your call

F5 – sends his call when typed into the log field

F6 and F7 are programmable – AGN?  QRZ?



READ THE RULES AGAIN:

Find out what is the exchange:
(5/9 and your state, zone, country, etc)

Or
(599, 5NN + state, zone etc.)

Learn Cut Numbers on CW
N = 9    T = 0   A = 1

These just save time when sending a number which 
Is already expected by the op on the other end.

Decide on a category :
Single OP, Single OP assisted
Single Band or Multi Band

Power Level



If you have decided to operate for a whole day, 
Think about when you want to be on what band,

based on propagation. 

You want to maximize your QSO rate, by having new 
stations to call (or call you)

And by having as many new multipliers available as the
propagations changes.

Plan on how much time you want to call CQ
And

How much time you want to Search and Pounce (S&P)
on each band



Things to consider:  Little Pistols---

If you have a QRP station, or indoor antennas, and you
usually find that you don’t work DX on the first call, 

you probably do NOT want to sit and try to run
stations, unless the band is VERY active, and every one

hears your peanut whistle. 
Search and Pounce is for you…

Start at the bottom of a band and work your way up. 
Then go back to the bottom again, don’t work your way down, 
Or you will just run into the ops you just worked on the way up.

If you can’t bust a big pile-up on a needed multiplier, write the 
Freq. down or put it in your other VFO and check back in a 

later when the pile is smaller or propagation has changed.



Big Guns:

If you have a station that gets out, and you have big or moderate 
sized antennas, and an amplifier, where you can hold a 

frequency, then consider running (calling CQ),

and 

Stick to one frequency for a long time…  you may even be 
spotted on the internet and get spurts of calls when that 

happens.

If you are going to do a lot of running: Start on the Highest
frequency band that is open.

Run until the rate slows down, then do a bit of S&P, looking for 
new multipliers, then try to run some more. 



When running - a short CQ frequently is 
much more successful than a long one.

Examples:
SSB:

CQ contest- N8PR contest.
QRZ contest – Norway 8 Papa Radio
November 8 Portugal Radio – Contest

CW: 
CQ (test name*) de N8PR test

*(FD, SP, DX etc.)
Or just -- N8PR test



If the run rate still does not come up after letting the band 
change a bit, move to the next lower band.

Do the same thing… run, S&P, run, 

Then change to the next lower band. 

If there is no next lower band, go back to the highest open band 
again, and by then the propagation will have changed, and you 

will have a new group to work. 

Some ops think that if you run long enough, the multipliers will 
come your way…  Others feel you need to S&P for them.  That 
is your choice, and you will have a feel for it after contesting for 

a while. 



Don’t forget to rotate your antenna and look for rare mults. 

Many successful stations have more than one antenna,

so that when running, they can switch and not 

wait for the rotator to turn the antenna.

I like to keep one antenna on Europe and another on the 
Caribbean and South America.

Later as the propagation changes, one antenna goes toward JA 
and the Pacific and the other stays on SA (EU path is dead).



When we have good sunspot openings, many times at 
midnight or later, the mid-east will open up.

Look for that area, too.

It is just after sunrise there, and interesting or unexpected 
multipliers can be found.

All this time, especially after sunset, you are looking for 
good run rates on the lower bands.  Now that 40 M is not a 
split only band to EU on SSB, good rates can be had there 

by running.



It can be and advantage in a contest
If you can speak to the ops in

Their own language.
Even if it is only a few words like

a report and ‘thank you’



This book has all the 
basic phrases you need
for both contesting and

DXing
including numbers

in 8 languages 



How to win the contest:

 You must commit yourself to operate the whole contest
no matter how slow it gets at times

 Remember – Multipliers are important… BUT so is rate.

 You must constantly figure out the balance between them

 Have good filters in your station.  You can’t work the
Second and third layer down if you can’t sort them out.

 Ergonomics keep you fresh



Ergonomics 101:

--Set up your station so that you can reach everything.

--You must be able to change bands and antennas, 
rotate the antennas, see your monitor(s), without
any strain.  

--You must never have to stand up to reach anything

--Your keyer must be accessible,  the paddles where your
hand naturally lands on your operating table. 

--You must use a headset/boom mike, not a mike on a
boom or desk mike.  You can really get a stiff neck by
having to be in one position to talk into a mike for hours.  



SOME TIPS:

Practice until you can copy 30-40 wpm without hesitation.

Then learn how to type the call without thinking about it.

It even helps to be able to type it all with one hand-
--Preferably the left hand if you key your rig with the right.

Know call signs and prefixes of the area that is most
likely open at the time.  It helps you get them in the log.

Practice using everything so you know it works, and you 
know what is easy to use… You may decide to make changes.

Learn to log on your computer.



Label everything in your shack, rotors, switches, memories
on your keyer,  f-buttons on your keyboard.  It is amazing
when you are tired, and something goes wrong how easy
it is to overlook a simple solution without the labels.

 Use BOTH VFOs on your radio…  if running, and using the 
internet (or not) use the 2nd VFO to find multipliers.

 Use both VFOs while searching and pouncing.  If you find
a big pile up that you can’t break, leave one VFO there and
check back from time to time.

 While waiting for your turn, write down the exchange from
the other op.  Add one number if it is a serial number.  



•Look over your logs to decide where you could have done 
better… review these ideas before next year’s contest.  

•Look at other’s results, and become acquainted with 
their call signs… you will start to recognize them during the
test, if you do this for a few years running. 

•Use “smaller” contests as a tune up for the biggies, and
to be sure that everything is working properly before
a big contest.

•Most of all – KEEP YOUR FOCUS.  Don’t try to multi-task
and expect good results.  You don’t sing a song while
playing golf or tennis, why watch TV while contesting?
Remember – only time in the chair will get you results.
Concentrate and make this your No. 1 priority.



•Make sure that everything works properly BEFORE the test.

•Warn your family that you will be “busy” for the next 48 Hrs.

•Take breaks ONLY when there are no new multipliers                    
available. 

•F-1 is your friend.

•NEVER GIVE UP !!

•Set a goal and surpass it, each contest. 

•There is nothing like experience… and you can only get it by 
entering more contests



What to do after the contest:

Save an UNALTERED copy of your log in a separate folder.

Check with the contest rules  as to where to send the log.
Usually, you can send it by eMail.

When doing so, only put your Call in the Subject line
And attach the cabrillo formatted log to the eMail.

Take an ADIF copy of your log and add it to your
computer log.  

Then you can check for stations that you worked and
decide from whom you would like a QSL.



Be sure to send a copy of your log to the Logbook of the 
World.

You could save a lot of $$ by getting confirmations on 
LOTW and not having to send for cards via snail mail, 
unless you really want the card for your collection. 

NOTE: Big contest stations are not interested in receiving 
QSLs. They get them by the boxfull after every contest.  
They will reply, usually, but be patient unless you send a 
card direct with $$ and SAE or SASE.



Thank you for your interest and attention

See you in the pile-ups and contests.

73 de N8PR
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